
PatternMagic™
This guide helps you use the PatternMagic™ system.  The system includes:

Additional styles of patterned rollers and edging tools are available separately.

Getting Started
PatternMagic™ is designed to enhance existing wall surfaces with color and pattern —
just like wallpaper, but without the hassle and mess.  Take time to view the instructional
video and familiarize yourself with the system contents and how they work.
Additional supplies that you will need to get started include 2” masking tape, a drop cloth,
and a ladder.  If your wall needs repair before painting, you will need spackling
compound, a putty knife, sand paper, and primer.  Keep in mind that this system is used
to accent your base coat.

Plan Ahead
You can use this system to paint a border around doors or windows, above the
backsplash in your kitchen, around the mirror in your bathroom, at the top of your living
room walls, or anywhere else you can think of.  You can create a wallpaper effect by
painting patterned vertical stripes from floor to ceiling, or you can use this system to
make random patterns on your walls.
Use your imagination to get a sense of the final look you are trying to achieve.

Choosing Colors

Choosing a good quality, washable paint will allow for easy removal of fingerprints and other
stains without special cleaners.  Any latex paint finish can be used.
After you have decided whether to paint over an existing base coat or choose a new base
coat color, choose an accent color that will compliment the base coat.  Consider the colors
of the furnishings in your room and select colors to enhance them.  Ask the person
supplying your paint for help.

Preparation
Prepare your room and walls by first removing any wall hangings and mirrors, and
moving furniture away from the walls and toward the center of the room.  Remove switch
plates and outlet covers and tape over the openings.  Tape around woodwork, doors,
baseboards, and ceiling edges using the appropriate tape for easy removal.  Place a
drop cloth in the area where you will begin painting to protect floors, carpeting, and
furniture from paint spills or splatters.
It is recommended you repair any minor imperfections, such as holes and cracks with
spackling compound before painting.  Be sure to sand these areas flat and prime before
painting any new walls, over wallpaper or any unsealed surface.

Setup
Pour the desired paint color into the paint tray.  For two or more colors, add additional
colors by pouring them into already existing color.   You can either pour colors into the
tray side by side, or drizzle colors into the already existing paint in you tray.  This
technique gives you a very soft, subtle and unique multi-colored pattern.

NOTE: This system is to be used with latex paint only.

• Roller handle
• Foam roller cover
• Sculpted ivy patterned roller
• Ivy edging stamp

• Paint tray
• Grip wheel
• Instructional video
• Practice paper
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Matching Up the Pattern
• If you need to refill the foam roller when

you are in the middle of a pass, use the
exclusive numbered metering system*
on the patterned roller.  Look at the
number you end up at when you lift the
patterned roller from the wall.  Press the
black buttons on the side of handle to
separate the patterned roller from the
foam paint roller and refill the foam
roller.  Wind the pattern roller to the
correct number and start again where
you left off.

Corners and Edges
• Extend your design to edges and corners with the

specially designed patterned edging stamp.  The
stamp provided is a small portion of the pattern and
should be used as a space filler in the corners and
edges.  Simply dip the stamp into your paint and
stamp in the non-patterned area of your wall.

More Fun Things To Do
• You do not have to limit your creativity to walls

only.  Use this system to design your own
wrapping paper.  Paint on furniture, drapes,
fabrics, or ceilings.   Ask your paint retailer for
suggestions regarding primers and surface
preparation for the material you are working with.
Try metallic glazes instead of paint for fun and
unique results.

Cleaning Up

Latex paint is easy to clean using warm water.
The tray, roller handle, rollers, and edging tools
may be washed and reused.  The foam roller
can hold a large amount of paint and will require
a thorough rinsing.  Hold the rollers under warm
running water and gently rub the paint out with
your hands.  Pull the foam back on the core and
make sure to get all the paint out.  Stand the
patterned roller on end when drying to help keep
liquid from building up on the inside.
Additional styles of patterned rollers and edging
tools are available separately.  

**Wagner Wall Effects™ products are covered by one or more of the following U.S.
and corresponding Foreign Patents:  

5 713 095,  5 956 802,  5 967 041,  5 970 568,  5 980 802,  
5 983 437,  6 012 198,  6 022 588

NOTE: This system is to be used with latex paint only.

Painting
1. Press the black buttons on the side of the handle to separate the patterned roller

from the foam paint roller.
2. Flip the handle so that the patterned roller is raised above the foam roller.
3. Roll the foam roller into the paint using short roller movements.  Cover the entire

foam roller.

4. Flip the handle so that the foam roller is directly above the patterned roller and press
the patterned roller firmly onto a clean surface until you hear a click.  Be careful not
to get paint on the grip wheel if you are using it.

You are now ready to start rolling your pattern on the wall.

Tips
Straight Lines

• If you are rolling vertically and need to keep a straight line, you can use the corner
of the wall as your guide, or you can apply a straight piece of tape down the wall.

• When rolling vertical straight patterns, you can leave two or three inches between
rolls for a striped effect.  If you want to apply the pattern more evenly, overlapping
each roll slightly can help keep a straight line and blend the patterns.  Be very
careful to keep a straight line the full length of your roll from one roll to the next.  If
you get off just a little bit at the bottom, the difference will increase by the time you
get to the top of your roll.

The Grip Wheel*
• The grip wheel that comes with the system is designed to

provide traction on slick surfaces.  It is not necessary to
attach it unless the surface you are painting is slick.  If
you do attach it, be careful not to get it into the wet paint
or it will leave a line.  The grip wheel can be easily pulled
off and attached to either the left or right side of the
handle.

OverlapStripe

NOTE: For best results, position the paint tray with the grids furthest away from you
and roll the foam roller up the ramp to distribute the paint evenly on the roller.


